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August 28, 2020 
 
 
Dear Ridgewood Avenue Parents: 
 
The school year is upon us!  Our children will be returning to a September that none of 
us experienced when we were their age- we can offer them empathy but it is hard for 
us to understand.  I know if the adults can all work together, we can make this a great 
school year for the kids. 
 
I want to share Ridgewood Avenue School staffing updates.  Over the past month, we 
have been entrenched in requests for leaves, reviewing resumes, interviewing 
candidates and losing several of them to longer term positions.  We had four staff 
members request leaves for various lengths and the other staff members who are on 
leave are due to pregnancy.  We were able to hire some candidates with experience 
and some with little experience.  As a parent, I never minded the “fresh out of college” 
teacher as they often are tuned into the new research and newest trends in teaching 
and learning (ex: digital teaching!) and are often filled with an excitement and 
enthusiasm that only comes from your first year teaching.  All new staff will be 
supported in a number of ways, including through mentors, team level support, the 
support of other professionals in the building and from administration. 
 
We did have our Spanish leave teacher resign after our welcome back staff meeting; he 
had been a retired educator who looked to take on part- time leave replacements and 
he was just too overwhelmed by all of the overwhelming pressure this year will bring. 
Our new school nurse, who has been absolutely amazing, has resigned.  Her hometown 
district had a nurse vacancy and offered her the position.  While she has been loving 
settling in at RAS and in Glen Ridge, she couldn’t pass up the opportunity to work in the 
school where her daughter will be, as she was facing child care issues this year.  So at 
this point, we’ve just started to laugh...because if not, we might cry.  We are able to 
hold the nurse to a 60 day clause in the contract. We have reopened the search and will 
look to interview candidates after we get through our first week of school. 
 
Even with the staffing changes and the hundreds of new protocols in place for healthy 
and safety...Ridgewood Avenue School is ready!  Over the last two days, the majority of 
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our staff (those on leave represent a very small percentage of our staff) were here 
preparing their classrooms.  Bulletin boards are hung, desks are 6ft apart and 
everything is set to welcome our students for the 2020-2021 school year.  It looks like 
just about 70% of RAS will be here on Tuesday or Wednesday in our Hybrid model and 
we cannot wait to see their faces.  Well, their eyes anyway!  For those who are 100% 
virtual (or Hybrid), this is a new adventure for every child, for every parent and for 
every educator- and so we are counting on your patience, flexibility and understanding 
as the RAS Staff strives to do better than our best...that’s how we roll! 
 
I hope they enjoy the last weekend before school- that outfits and new sneakers are 
ready, along with their masks!  I hope those staying home have their “classroom” all set 
up for distraction free learning and focus.  I am nervous and I am excited- the same 
emotions I have before the start of every school year.  Here we go!!! 
 
Welcome to 2020-2021, 
Dr. Donovan 
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